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Global warming issue is changing and shaping global economies and affecting life 
quality in many aspects. The present economic system is causing rapid use of various 
limited raw resources, and which is followed by excessive energy generation, still mainly 
obtained by utilisation of fossil fuel resources. The side effects of the present system are 
climate issues that are directly causing casualties and various hazards in general. In recent 
years, they are efforts from leading countries and general willingness to modify present 
energy generation systems. The main goal is to switch these energy generation systems to 
the renewable energy generation, as more acceptable solutions for the environment. The 
energy transition towards renewables is complex task that requires both demanding 
investments and time. Regarding current technological developments, there are already 
concepts who have strong potential for the wide market implementation, however, still 
there is necessity for the further improvement of these technologies to reach maturity 
from the techno-economic point of the view. In that sense, the role of the research 
community is key and beneficial one. Moreover, organisation of international 
conferences, such as Global Conference on Global Warming (GCGW-21) Conference, is 
important driver as it is helps to bring together various engineering disciplines. Finally, 
the energy and environmental aspect must be evaluated together, when considering or 
evaluating some novel technological solutions. 

This special issue is related to selected papers from the GCGW-21 that was held 
virtually from Croatia, on August 1–4, 2021. GCGW-21 Conference is important 
international event that is focused on various energy related issues, as well as 
environmental implications of energy technologies, systems, or processes. Over  
200 delegates from 30 countries participated in this and by that contributed to the further 
development of energy solutions and considering environmental effects. 

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the keynote and invited speakers, 
to the technical program committees, session chairs, reviewers and to the valuable 
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